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Summary. Access to weather information for planning and implementing horticultural practices is an important component of the production system for growers. Advances in meteorological instrumentation, data acquisition and storage, and communications technologies have improved greatly the potential for applying sophisticated weather information into daily on-farm decisionmaking. The North Carolina Agricultural Weather Program seeks to provide weather information to the horticultural interests of the state. It has developed over the past 13 years. Recently, budget reductions near 50% and the loss of two-thirds of the extension full-time equivalents have necessitated significant changes. Through regional cooperation and the use of electronic communications technology, the program has sustained these negative impacts and emerged as an improved program. This paper describes the evolution of a state agricultural weather program into what is now a regional cooperative project to provide the weather information horticultural producers require.

The North Carolina Agricultural Weather Program (AWP) was initiated in 1980 with two full-time extension specialist positions. An agricultural weather advisory program was developed using the National Weather Service (NWS) Agricultural Weather Service Center (AWSC) located in Auburn, Ala., as a model. From Apr. 1980 through Nov. 1991, an agricultural weather advisory was issued twice a day, 5 days a week. The advisories were a compilation of several NWS products (some not available to the public) and other derived parameters. When its issuance was terminated in 1991, the advisory included a table of forecast values and a portion of text describing the upcoming weather.

Related activities of the AWP were the weekly summary of temperature and precipitation for the North Carolina Weather and Crops Bulletin produced by the North Carolina Dept. of Agriculture-Agricultural Statistics Division and the Weekly Weather and Crops Bulletin produced jointly by the U.S. Dept. of Commerce and the USDA. Educational programs about agricultural meteorology, the advisories, and other weather information also were implemented. In Jan. 1982, one extension specialist position was changed to 50% extension and 50% research. This reduced the extension component of the AWP to 1.5 full-time equivalents (FTE), but did enhance the overall program by the addition of the research component.

To support the advisory service and the data summaries, a significant amount of time was committed to routinely collecting and archiving data. Many of the data came from networks operated by other agencies; e.g., NWS Cooperative Weather Observers and Hydrology Network. In addition, the AWP oversaw an extension volunteer network of daily weather observers to add significant agricultural data.

Many of the developments during the 12 years from 1989; Getz, 1978; Johnson and Perry, 1983; Seeley and Graham, 1987; Vining et al., 1984; Weiss and Robb, 1986. Some of the information required by horticultural producers is not available in the forecasts for the general public for their safety and property protection. In addition, access to an “up-through-yesterday” database is essential for the application of models to predict crop, disease, and insect growth and development (Hanks and Ritchie, 1991; Hodges, 1991; Stewart and Nielsen, 1990). The transfer of these models from the research community to agricultural industry has been very slow. A major obstacle has been the lack of an accessible and dependable source of the meteorological data required to run these models. Required parameters in addition to air temperature and precipitation often include radiation, atmospheric moisture, soil temperature and moisture, and wind speed and direction. Evaporation and wetness periods also are sometimes required. Advances in meteorological instrumentation, data acquisition and storage, and communications technologies have improved greatly the potential to move these models into operational applications (Dahlgren, 1991; Meyer and Hubbard, 1992; Senft, 1993; Wright and Ley, 1989). In general, there is a need for more-specific forecasts of agricultural parameters. These forecasts need to be on a more finely resolved time and space scale. This paper describes the evolution of a state agricultural weather program into what is now a regional cooperative project to provide the weather information horticultural producers require.

Weather is a significant factor in horticultural production systems. Access to weather information for planning and implementing horticultural practices is an important component for growers (Carlson, 1993; Hanks and Ritchie, 1991; Hodges, 1991; Stewart and Nielsen, 1990). The transfer of these models from the research community to agricultural industry has been very slow. A major obstacle has been the lack of an accessible and dependable source of the meteorological data required to run these models. Required parameters in addition to air temperature and precipitation often include radiation, atmospheric moisture, soil temperature and moisture, and wind speed and direction. Evaporation and wetness periods also are sometimes required. Advances in meteorological instrumentation, data acquisition and storage, and communications technologies have improved greatly the potential to move these models into operational applications (Dahlgren, 1991; Meyer and Hubbard, 1992; Senft, 1993; Wright and Ley, 1989). In general, there is a need for more-specific forecasts of agricultural parameters. These forecasts need to be on a more finely resolved time and space scale. This paper describes the evolution of a state agricultural weather program into what is now a regional cooperative project to provide the weather information horticultural producers require.

The North Carolina Agricultural Weather Program (AWP) was initiated in 1980 with two full-time extension specialist positions. An agricultural weather advisory program was developed using the National Weather Service (NWS) Agricultural Weather Service Center (AWSC) located in Auburn, Ala., as a model. From Apr. 1980 through Nov. 1991, an agricultural weather advisory was issued twice a day, 5 days a week. The advisories were a compilation of several NWS products (some not available to the public) and other derived parameters. When its issuance was terminated in 1991, the advisory included a table of forecast values and a portion of text describing the upcoming weather.

Related activities of the AWP were the weekly summary of temperature and precipitation for the North Carolina Weather and Crops Bulletin produced by the North Carolina Dept. of Agriculture-Agricultural Statistics Division and the Weekly Weather and Crops Bulletin produced jointly by the U.S. Dept. of Commerce and the USDA. Educational programs about agricultural meteorology, the advisories, and other weather information also were implemented. In Jan. 1982, one extension specialist position was changed to 50% extension and 50% research. This reduced the extension component of the AWP to 1.5 full-time equivalents (FTE), but did enhance the overall program by the addition of the research component.

To support the advisory service and the data summaries, a significant amount of time was committed to routinely collecting and archiving data. Many of the data came from networks operated by other agencies; e.g., NWS Cooperative Weather Observers and Hydrology Network. In addition, the AWP oversaw an extension volunteer network of daily weather observers to add significant agricultural data.

Many of the developments during the 12 years from
Therefore, the decision was made to terminate the advisory in its current form and replace it with automated products. These automated products would provide forecasts of weather parameters required for agricultural operations, with particular emphasis on parameters for operational crop, pest, and disease models. The goal was to provide a 7-day forecast of maximum and minimum air temperatures and a 2-day forecast of dewpoint, wind speed, wind direction, and the livestock weather safety index. Subsequent work was to address the addition of air temperature, evaporation, and solar radiation forecasts. This was to be accomplished by developing software to retrieve the meteorological forecast information for these parameters and use it as input to programs that would produce the desired agricultural weather information.

The National Weather Service forecast information had become available in 1991 via the National Research and Education Network (NREN), also known as Internet (Krol, 1992). This was a very important development, because it freed the AWP from the expensive leasing of the satellite receiver and the associated equipment, supplies, and software required for obtaining the information.

While the software development was underway, the opportunity arose to cooperate with the Auburn AWSC. The AWSC agreed to use North Carolina climate data and the NWS information to produce: 4-day forecast of hourly air temperature, wetbulb, dewpoint, relative humidity, wind speed and direction, and sky conditions (Fig. 1); 4-day forecast of critically low-temperature-threshold duration (Fig. 2); and a 2-day forecast of dew dry-off time, drying potential, evaporation, and lowest relative humidity (Fig. 3). Products to be added are: precipitation probabilities and 1980 to 1991 were linked directly to advances in communications technology. The AWP’s information delivery system started with a paper tape punch teletype to transmit advisories to the NWS. Data were received via facsimile machines and summarized with hand-held calculators. These tools were replaced with a desktop computer and information then was transmitted via modem over telephone lines. In addition, the incorporation of a satellite receiver allowed much of the weather information to be brought directly into the original database system.

Dissemination of the advisories to users also developed over the years. Originally, they were broadcast over the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Weather Radio Network, which does not reach several agricultural areas of the state. Advisories were sent by means of a teletype circuit connecting radio and television stations that, in turn, broadcast the advisories. Later, the advisories were made part of the Teletip system, Extension’s toll-free telephone message request system. NCDA’s Market Newsline, a teletext system transmitted on a television side band similar to the closed caption for the hearing-impaired system, also broadcast the advisories for a few years. When the Extension electronic news and mail system, CAROLINE, was implemented in 1988, the advisories and other weather information products were posted daily on that system and made available to campus and county extension personnel.

The AWP experienced pivotal changes during 1991. In April of that year, the responsibility for the North Carolina Agricultural Research Service Automatic Weather Station Network and Database (NCWX) was moved to the AWP. AWP efforts focused on replacement of the existing data acquisition equipment and improvement of data accessibility. The AWP was, however, affected by the resignation of one of the specialists and the subsequent loss of this open position due to staff downsizing made necessary by budget constraints.

Fig. 1. Sample agricultural weather product for Ashevill, N.C.
amounts for 5 days; a 6- to 10-day outlook for maximum and minimum air temperatures and precipitation; a 2-day forecast of hours of sunshine and total solar radiation; and a 5-day forecast of daily growing degree-day values for numerous base temperatures. Both temporal (hourly values vs. daily and for 7 vs. 5 days) and spatial coverage have been greatly improved over the previous advisory product.

The agricultural weather information can be retrieved in the following four ways: 1) gopher software (developed at the Univ. of Minnesota), 2) anonymous file transfer protocol (ftp), 3) almanac retrieval software (developed at Oregon State Univ.), and 4) electronic mail. The gopher method of retrieval is a convenient method for North Carolina State Univ. campus personnel or other university campus personnel. Weather products may be viewed, printed, transferred to a local computer, or mailed electronically.

The second option, ftp, is a method that can be automated easily for retrieval of one or more weather products on a daily basis. This method also requires that the user's computer be connected to NREN. The third and fourth methods allow county extension personnel access to the agricultural weather data even though their computers are not attached to the NREN. The third method, almanac, is useful for retrieving occasional files when needed. An electronic message is sent by the requester to the almanac server. The requested report then is returned to the requester automatically. The second option, ftp, is a method that can be automated easily for retrieval of one or more weather products on a daily basis. This method also requires that the user’s computer be connected to NREN.

The third and fourth methods allow county extension personnel access to the agricultural weather data even though their computers are not attached to the NREN. The third method, almanac, is useful for retrieving occasional files when needed. An electronic message is sent by the requester to the almanac server. The requested report then is returned to the requester automatically. The second option, ftp, is a method that can be automated easily for retrieval of one or more weather products on a daily basis. This method also requires that the user’s computer be connected to NREN.

The AWP continues to evolve. It has met several potentially devastating obstacles and managed to survive and improve. The new products provide users with numerous application opportunities in today’s high-technology world of agriculture.
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